Fresh Air and Friendship - Redlees Park – 4th October 2021
In Redlees Park, we used different sized frames to capture the nature around us. What I found
particulrily beautiful were the placement of the clouds against the bright blue sky. I think having the
frame creates a perfect picture of nature, as you can see below. The frame helps us take notice of
the little things we didn’t notice before, for example, the colour of the leaves, the way the tree
branches wind up and the how the blue sky compliments the green field.
While I was passing by a Willow tree, there was large amounts of fungi on it, here is a picture of it
and how much fungi was not only growing on the tree, but surrounding the tree. As the wind blew
past us while we were under a Willow tree, I snapped a quick photo with my frame of the leaves
coming into the frame, which gave the photo a 3 dimensional effect (3D) as you can see below.
Here is a poem I wrote about friendships in nature called The Beauty of Nature by Alisha Dave:
The candy floss clouds take over the bright blue sky
And here I am walking by your side,
Chatting about the weather and how you have been,
“Oh look at that” you say, pointing to a leaf that is half green and half striking red.
“Wow, what beautiful leaf, what is this called?” I ask, interested,
To that you reply “That’s a Mahonia Shrub”.
I look closer at the dual-coloured leaf,
in disbelief that green has transformed to red.
Nature is full of various colours, sounds, but most importantly beauty
What’s even more beautiful than nature?
That is the beauty of friendships
So while the wind whips pass my face,
I once again look up to those candy floss clouds and think to myself “what a lovely day to be meeting
some lovely people”.

